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ABSTRACT:This paperpresentsintersliceforce functions(i.e., the ratio of the shearforce to the normat
forccof verticalslicesalong the slip surface)that can be usedto computethe activeand the passiveearth
fotcc by the limit equilibrium method. The procedureto compute the lateral earth force and the point of
applicationof the force is recommended.
An exampleprobleminvolving a vertical wall with a horizontal
is analyzedusing the GeneralLimitEquilibrium(GLE) methoJ.
backslope
The computed lateral earth forces, and the point of application, are compared with the classical
solutions.For the active case,reasonableresultswcre obtainedwhen using an interslice force function that
varieslinearly from the starting point of the slip surfaceto the end point o? ore slip surface(adjacentto
the
wall). For the passive case, reasonableresults were obtained when using an interslice force function
that
rcmainsat zerofrom the starting point of the slip surfaceto the mid point of the slip surfaceand then varies
linearlyfrom the mid point of the slip surfaceto the end point of the ilip surfaceat the wall.
KEYWORDS:Active force, Passiveforce, Generallimit equilibrium method,Intersliceforce function
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INTRODUCTION

Some recent developments to calculate lateral
carthforceson retaining walls and anchorsinvolve
Oc method of slices and limit equilibrium
concepts.
The General Limit Equilibrium (GLE) merhod
satisfiesboth moment and force equilibrium. The
force cquilibrium solution is used io compute the
activeor the passiveearth force, while the moment
equilibriumsolution is used to compute the point
of applicationof these forces. An important
issue
in formulating the solution is the selection
of an
appropriateinterslice force function to relate
the
normaland the shearstressesbetweenthe slices
of
thesliding mass.
In this paper, appropriate interslice force
.
runctionsare proposedfor calculating
lateral earth
rorces.The paper describes
the procedure that is
usedto calculatethe active and
the passiveforces
and the point of application
of the lateral earth
Lot at. t"tuttr.matical forms are recommendedfor
theintersliceforce function
for both the active and
passive cases. An example problem is
_Ile
to illustrate the methoi for sotving for
lls:nted
ue lateraleanh forces
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BACKGROUND

Rankine(1857)presenteda methodof calculating
active and passiveforces for a smooth wall useda
planar slip surface. Coulomb's method (1776)
satisfiesforce equilibrium for a sliding wedge.
This method is adequate for a problem rhat
involves a modestamount of wall friction in the
active and the passive cases. However, the
Coulomb (1776) solution is not suitable when
computing the passiveresistanceof a wall with
Iargevaluesof wall friction due to the assumption
of a planarslip surface(Terzaghiand Peck,1967).
Janbu (1957) suggested the use of the
generalizedmethod of slices to solve lateral earth
force problems. Shields and Tolunay (1972)
computed values for the passive earth pressure
coefficient, Ko, basedon the logarithmicspiral
method.
Fredlund,et al. (1981)proposedthe useof the
GLE methodof slicesfor slopestabilityproblems.
Rahardjo(1982)extendedthe GLE formulationto
lateral earth pressureproblems.Fan (1983) used
the finite elementmethodand a linear elasticsoil
model to compute an approximate directional
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function for the resultant interslice forces
with the activeand the passivecases.
associated
In this paper, based on Zakerzadeh (1998),
interslice force functions are used along with the
GLE methodto calculatethe lateral earth force for
an example problem. A vertical wall with a
horizontal backfill composed of a granular
material (without pore-water pressure)is used in
the example.The Coulomb,Rankine,and Shields
and Tolunay (1972) will be used as a basis for
comparison.

3 TIIEORY OF TIIE GLE METHOD TO
COMPUTE LATERAL EARTI{ FORCES
An arbitrary slip surface is assumed,and the soil
massabovethe slip surfaceis divided into several
slices.Force and moment equilibrium equations
are applied to the soil mass thar is at the point of
incipientfailure. The forces acting on each slice
are identified and the magnitudeof the shearforce
mobilizedon the baseof eachslice is computedin
accordance with the Mohr-Coulomb failure
criterion.
Figure I shows the forcesacting on one slice
of an assumedslip surfacefor the active case.The
normal force, N, and the weight of each slice,
W , areassumedto act through the center of the
baseofeach slice.The lateralearthforce, P, acm
on the lasrslice at an inclinationangle, O) to the
horizontal. The normal force on the base of the
slice, N, is computed using vertical force
equilibrium.When the wall is vertical,the angle,
(), is equalto the wall friction anglc,
6.
Assuminga factor of safety, FU , equalto 1.0
(or a value near to 1.0), the magnitude
of the
lateral earth force, P, can be calculatedfrom the
overall equilibrium of forces in the horizontal
direction.
It is desirable to directly solve for the lateral
fo1ce, P ; however, the Slope/W computer
software(i-e.,proprietaryslope stabilitycomputer
P.9gtT developed by Geo-stope International
Ltd., Canada)used in this study solves for the
factor of safety, F, . Therefore,it is necessary
to
use a. trial and error procedure to compute
the
lateral earth force conesponding to
a designated
factor of safety (e.g.,
= l.O). Figure 2 is a
&
flowchan showing the conceptualprocedure
for

solving for the active or passive earth pressure
(Zakenadeh, t998).
The point of application of the lateral eanh
force, d , can be calculated from momenr
equilibriumaboutthe centerof rotation(Xr,!,
in Figure l). Assuming a factor of safety, F
,
equal to 1.0 (or a vatue near to 1.0), the point
of
application,d, is calculated.
Once again, it would be desirableto directlv
solve for the distance, d ; however,the SlopVW
computer software solves for the factor of safety,
and it is necessaryto use a trial and enor
{.,
procedureto solve for d (Figure2).
The point of application of the lateral eanh
force, d, is a function of the interslice shear
force, X, and therefore the point of application
of the lateral earth force is dependenf on the
intersliceforcefunctionusedin the analvsis.
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Figure l. Forcesactingon a slice of a slip surface
and a venical wall in the lateral earth pressure
problem(activecase).
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baseof the wall. The grid of cenrersof rotationis
shownin Figure3 and Figure4 respectively.Each
point on the grid is related to one slip surface
throughthe soil. The inclinationangle of the grid
of centersof rotation for the acrive caseis [45 Sl2l to the horizontal@gure 3). For the passive
casethe inclinationangleof the grid of centersof
rotationsis [45 + g/2) to the horizontat(Figure4).
The angle of wall friction ranges from zero ro a
maximum of 20 degrees(i.e., 2/3 the angle of
shearingresistanceof the soil).
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THE INTERSLICE FORCE FUNCTIONS

The intersliceforce direction can be describedas
follows using an arbitrary intersliceforce function,
f (x) , (Morgensternand Price, 1965).

x

;L= L f ( x )
where: /(x)
Figure 2. Flowchart to solve the lateral earth
pressure
problemby limit equilibriumanalysis.
4 AN
EXAMPLE
PROBLEM
TO
ILLUSTRATE LATERAL EARTH FORCE
CALCTILATIONS
Figures3 and 4 show the geometryof the problem
usedin this study for the active and passive
cases,
respectively(7-akenadeh,I 99g). The
slip surfaces
arc assumedto be circular and to go
through the

(l)
= a mathematicalfunction that

describesthe relationshipbetweenthe shearforce,
X, and normal force, E, across the sliding
mass,X = the lengthfrom the startingpoint of slip
surface to a desired point on the slip surface
(Figure 5a), andA = a coefficienr representingrhe
fraction of the function used in the calculation of
the lateralearth force.
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Figure 3. Geometryand grid of centerof rotation of the exampleproblem for the active case.

5.1
Appropriate Interslice Force Function for
the Active Earth Force Case
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Figure 4. Geometry and grid of center of rotation
of theexampleproblemfor the passivecase.

The magnitudeof the force function is set to zero
at the starting point of the slip surface (i.e., the
extremeleft point in Figure 5a). The magnitudeof
the force function at the wall is set equal to the
tangent of the wall friction angle. Between these
two boundaries, the interslice force function is
assumedto vary linearly. The displacementof the
soil mass mobilizes positive shear stressesfor all
elementswithin the sliding mass. This behavior
accounts for the positive interslice force ratios
acrossthe entire sliding mass for the acfive case.
Typical intersliceforce functions that were applied
for the active caseare indicated in Figure 5a.
Using (l) to define the interslice force ratio.
the l, variable can be set equal to (tan6) and the
interslice force function, f (x) , will reach a
maximumvalue of 1.0 at the wall. To evaluatethe
effect of the interslice force function, the l.
variablewas varied from 0 to (0.5 tan 6) to (tan 6).
When using 7 equal to (tan 6), the relationship
for the intersliceforce function can be expressedas
follows:

-X = ( t a n^d' .)LxE

for O<xSL

(2)

where:L = horizontallengthalongthe slip surface.
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Appropriate Interslice Force Function for
52
thc PassiveEarth Force Case
Satingpqrl

I

For thc passivecasethe XIE ratio at the starting
point of the slip surfaceis set e4ual to zero. At the
endpoint of the slip surface(i.e., close to the wall),
the XIE ratio is set equal to (-tand). For the
passivecase,the shearforce mobilized, Sr, acs
downward,since the soil mass is being moved
upward. The direction of the wall friction is
negative, and as a result the interslice force
function is negative. The magnitude of the side
force ratio reducesfrom a maximum value at the
wall to zero at some distancefrom the edge of the
wall (i.e.,point I in Figure5b). To the left of point
l, where the shear force vanishes, the interslice
side force ratio remains essentially at zero. The
interslice force function can be assumed to vary
linearly betweenpoints I and 2. Typical interslice
force functions that were applied for the passive
caseareindicatedin Figure 5b.
Using (l) to define the intersliceforce ratio.
the l. variable can be set equal to (tan 6), and the
interslice force function,
will reach a
f(x),
minimumof -1.0 at the wall. The relationshipfor
the intersliceforce function can be expressedai:
Y

;L= O

X

-

L

for

0<*<rl

(nL- x\

= [anO
-

L_NL

(3)

for t1.1x< L

()

where:{ = the ratio of the length from the starting
point of the slip surface(0 to point I on Figure
5b)
to the total distanceacrossthe slip surface, l.
The location of point I can also be considered
to be a variable, and therefore values of Tl were
varied (i.e., Tl = 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75) for
the
analyses.
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Figure5. Typical intersliceforce function,X/E, for
a.) activecaseand the b.) passivecase

6 PROCEDIIRE
TO
COMPUTE
THE
MAGNTruDE
AND
TIIE POINT OF
APPLICATION OF T}IE LATERAL EARTH
FORCE
The magnitudeof the active and the passiveearth
forces are computed using the force equilibrium
solution.The externalload, P, that bringsthe soil
mass into the srateof limiting equilibrium is first
computed. In other words, for a trial value of
lateralearth force, the force factors of safety,
{, ,
for different slip surfaces are computed, and the
minimum factor of safety amongst different slip
surfacesis determined.If the minimum factor of
safetyis not equal to 1.0, anotherlateralearth force
is applied and the new value for the factor of
safety, {, , is computed.The computedvalue for
the factor of safety, 4, , tr used to repeat the
procedureand to compute another value of Fu .
Computations are repeated until the difference
between two successivevalues for the factor of
safety,{, , is lessthan0.001.
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Once force equilibrium has been satisfied, the
magnitude of the lateral earth force and the
location of the critical slip surface, have been
identified(Figure2).
The moment equilibrium solution is used to
computethe point of application, d , for the active
or passive earth force cases. The point of
application of the lateral earth force is determined
by varying its location until the moment factor of
safetyfor the critical slip surfaceis equal to 1.0.
(Figure 2)

7
RESTILTS FOR T}IE ACTryE
CASE
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FORCE

The forces calculated for the active case are
compared with results of the Coulomb and
Rankine methods (Zakerzadeh, 1998). Figure 6
shows that for a wall without friction, the force
computed using the Coulomb and Rankine
methodscomparewell with the solution using the
limit equilibrium method and selectedinterslice
forcefunctions.
The values for the active force are essentially
the same,and thereforeit can be concludedthat for
a smoothwall there is no need to use anv intenlice
force function. For any given value of wall
friction, the active force decreases with an
increasingvalue of 7 .fUe effect is slightly more
pronouncedwith increasingvaluesof wall friction.
All values of the active force computed using the
GLE method are slightly higher than rhe values
computedusing the Coulomb method.The selected
function using l, equal to (tan 6), appears to be
acceptable
when simulatingthe Coulombcase.
Figure 7 shows thar the point of applicationof
the active force may increase or decreasewith
increasinganglesof wall friction, dependingupon
the l, values.The point of applicationfor the active
force when using the GLE analysisfor 6 equal zero
is higher than the third point becauseof tne
circular nature of the slip surface.The point of
applicationincreaseswith an increasein the wall
friction angle when ), is equal to zero. However,
for i, equal to (0.5 tan 6) or l, equal to (tan 6), the
point of applicationdecreases
with increasinewall
friction angles,5.
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Figure6. Active force versuswall friction angle
for different interslice force functions
specifiedby 1..
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Figure 7. Acrive case:point of applicationof the
force versus wall friction angle for
different interslice force functions.
specifiedby l.

8

RESULTS FOR THE PASSryE EARTH
FORCE CASE

Figure 8 shows the passive force versus wall
friction angle for different interslice forcc
functions. Various force functions are used for the
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passivecase and comparisonsare made with the
itunhnr, Coulomb, and Shields and Tolunay
(1972)methods.
The value of ,1, has beenset equal to ( tan 6 )
for all interslice force functions used in the
analysisof the passivecase.When the wall friction
angle, 6, is equal to zero, the passive force
computedby the GLE method is essentiallythe
same its that for the Rankine, Coulomb, and
Shieldsand Tolunay(1972)solutions.Therefore,it
canbe assumed,for a smoothwall thereis no need
to useany intersliceforce function. Increasing{
valuesdecreasethe calculatedpassiveforce. The
effect is more pronouncedwith increasingvalues
of wall friction.
The Coulomb analysis provides the highest
values for the passive force which are on the
unsafe side, while Shields and Tolunay (19i2)
valuesfall on the lower side of the GLE analysis.
Valuesof { equal to 0.5 or 0.75 produceresults
thatappearto be acceptable.
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case appearsto be slightly lower than the third
point becauseof the circular natureof slip surface.
The point of application increases rvith an
increasingwall friction angle. The effect is more
pronouncedfor lower values of {. Jamesand
Brandsby(1970)showthatrhepointof application
of the passiveforce is generallyhigher than the
third point. Therefore,the intersliceforce function
defined by using n equal to 0.5 provides
reasonable
valuesfor the point of application.
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Figure 9. Passivecase:point of applicationof the
force versus wall friction angle for
different interslice force functions.
specifiedby n; (1.= tan6)
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Figure 8. Passiveforce, versuswall friction angle,
for different interslice force functions
specifiedbyn; (1.= tan 6)
Figure 9 showsthe point of applicationof the
passiveforce versuswall friction angle.For a wall
friction angle equal to zero, diffeient interslice
force functions have no effect on the computed
point of application.For a wall friction angleequal
to zero, the point of applicationfor the passive

9
SIIMMARY OF FINDINGS ON EARTH
FORCE CALCULATIONS
The results indicate that the GLE method can
provide a versatile and reliable means of
calculatingearth forces for both the active and
passivecases.For each case, the intersliceforce
function that should be used in the analysis is
described
by (l).
A reasonableintersliceforce function, f (x) '
anda A valueequalto the wall friction value (tan
6; upp"ars to give satisfactoryresults for the
activeand the passivecases.
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For the activecase:

(s)

f(x)=x/t
For the passivecase:

f(x)=0ror0<x<0.5L
. (L - 2 x l
f( x )=#tan6

(6)

f o r0 . 5 L <x < L

L

(7)
In the GLE method, force equilibrium, along
with (5) to (7) for the selected interslice force
function, gives the magnitudeof lateralearth force,
P. Moment equilibrium, along with (5) to (7) for
the selected interslice force function gives the
point of application of the lateral earth force. d .
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